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Our Functional Medicine approach is the healthcare of the future.  This is the combination you have been looking for—

we will educate and empower you to make lifestyle changes combined with a focus on the cause of the problem. We 

always treat patients rather than symptoms or the illness. 

 

Regenerative medicine is a branch of tissue engineering and molecular biology which deals with the "process of 

replacing, engineering or regenerating human cells, tissues or organs to restore or establish normal function

- CONDITIONS WE TREAT -

Psychiatric Disorders

Respiratory Problems

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Thyroid Disorders 

Tinnitus

Alzheimer’s Disease

Autoimmune Conditions

Back Pain

Bacterial Infections

Bone Disorders

Cancer & Its Prevention

Fibromyalgia

Lyme Disease

Multiple Sclerosis

Musculoskeletal Disorders 

Nerve Damage

Neurological Disorders

Parkinson’s Disease

Peripheral Neuritis

$50

Copay

Gastrointestinal

Heart Disease

Wound Healing

Joint Pain

Knee & Hip Problems

Kidney Problems

Lung Disease

Inquire About 

Additional Conditions

3401 Highway 89 Bountiful, UT 84010

CALL NOW TO SCHEDULE AN Appointment 

385-336-7777



Whole Body Hydro-Hyperthermia

We are the only clinic in the USA that 

uses Hydro-Hyperthermia. It is one of the 

oldest forms of treatment, is a non-

invasive, non-toxic treatment which 

induces a controlled feverish state in the 

body and it is a potent radio and 

chemosensitizer.

Stem Cells Transplant

We use umbilical cord blood cells, they 

are LIVE NUCLEATED CELLS that contain 

stem cells that will continue to produce 

anti- inflammatory and 

immunomodulatory components that 

optimize the local cellular environment. 

They produce growth factors, proteins, 

and cytokines that stimulate our own 

tissue to regenerate itself.

DNA Nutrition Test

We use a scientific approach testing DNA 

using a saliva test kit exclusively for use 

with the Functional Genomic Analysis™ 

software program. Private, practical and 

personalized. Using scientific based 

research about genomics and nutritional 

ingredients has supported health and 

nutrition at the root cause based on 

unique individual differences and needs.

PEMF Bed

In 1979, the FDA approved the use of 

pulsating electromagnetic fields for the 

treatment of non-union and delayed 

union fractures. Today, it's approved for 

the treatment of many conditions 

including edema, pain and modulation 

of muscle tone.

Catalyzing Nutrition

Whether patients are undergoing active 

therapy, recovering from Lyme, 

fibromyalgia, osteoporosis, autoimmune 

diseases, cancer therapy, or in remission 

and striving to avoid cancer recurrence. 

The benefit of optimal caloric and 

nutrient intake is well documented.

Hyperoxygenation 

Hyperoxygenation and chronic 

(ongoing) diseases and conditions can 

affect the transfer of oxygen into the 

blood. Some of the advantages are 

stimulating the immune system to 

speed up healing, improving circulation 

by cleaning the arteries and veins, 

having anti-inflammatory properties, 

reducing pain, and improving brain 

function and memory.

G-Force / Whole-Body Vibration

During G-Force whole body vibration 

(G-F/WBV) the body is gently lifted up 

and down along a vertical axis, 

exposing the body to an upward and 

downward force against gravity. When 

the body experiences these forces, it 

helps relieve pain by increasing 

circulation and can naturally help align 

the spine relieving back pain.

Brain Feedback

Brain feedback is a technology that uses 

light and tone frequencies to re-balance 

brain wave activity and the right/left 

hemispheres, thus returning your access 

to the normality.

 

This is a great way to manage emotions, 

stress, and helps relieve migraines. If your 

brain is always busy coping with stress, 

there's not enough energy left for 

performance. 
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